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H

The Hamiltonian Operator

Describes energy (and 
hence dynamics) of system.
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The Schrödinger equation
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How can we realise U(t) on a quantum computer?

General solution
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U(t) = e
�iHt =

1X

j=0

(�iHt)j

j!
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where each 𝜎j is an n-fold tensor product of Pauli operators:

We can express H an an n-qubit operator in the Pauli basis.
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X =


0 1
1 0

�
Y =
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i 0

�
Z =


1 0
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�
I =


1 0
0 1

�
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H =
X

j

↵j�j

A k-local Hamiltonian is one where each 𝜎j has at most weight k.
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U(t) = e
�iHt =

1X

j=0

(�iHt)j

j!

We have an expression for U(t).

But U(t) can be any 2n x 2n special unitary matrix.

Decomposing into two-qubit gates is typically a difficult task.
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Except in the special case that all 𝜎j  commute.

Two matrices or operators A and B commute when AB = BA.

In a quantum circuit the ordering of commuting gates is arbitrary.

Most pairs of quantum gates do not commute, so quantum 
compilers need to carefully preserve gate ordering.

A B = B A
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into a product of simple “Pauli Gadget” terms easily realized. E.g. 

When the 𝜎j Hamiltonian terms commute, U(t) factors
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U(t) = e�i(
P

j ↵j�j)t =
Y

j

e�i↵j�jt

NB. The order of the Pauli gadgets in the product is arbitrary.
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However, usually the Hamiltonian 𝜎j terms do not commute. 

When t is small, we can still approximate U(t) with a product formula.

This is called a (Lie-Suzuki-)Trotter approximation of U(t) and is correct 
to first order in t.

Approximated as:
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U(t) = e�i(
P

j ↵j�j)t

NB The order of the Pauli gadgets remains arbitrary.
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Trotter approximation intuition
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2QAN - on a single slide 
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A hardware Adapted Quantum compiler for 2-local Hamiltonian Simulation on 
NISQ devices.

A compiler for:

• Trotter simulation of 2-local Hamiltonians

• Which takes advantage of the fact that operator order is arbitrary, 
even though the operators do not commute.

We restrict to 2-local Hamiltonians since:

• 1: They are of practical importance in Physics simulations (spin-chain 
Hamiltonians), and in optimization (MAXCUT QAOA)

• 2:  Restricting to 2-local enables significant extra optimizations



Structure of a typical quantum compiler
Quantum circuit
(device-agnostic)

Device-optimised compiler
(Topology, gate sets, noises, etc.)

Qubit mapping 

Qubit routing

Operation scheduling

Gate decomposition

Quantum circuits
(executable and optimised)
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What’s the best initial mapping 
between logical and physical 
qubit?When can 2-qubit gates

be applied natively and 
how best do you employ 
SWAPS?

How do you decompose gates 
into device operations?

How do you sequence
and parallelise
operations?



Example Hardware Constraints

• Topology: two-qubit gates only between certain pairs of qubits
• Gate set: different devices employ different two-qubit gates
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(a) Google Sycamore (54 qubits) [17]
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(b) IBM Montreal (27 qubits) [18]
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0
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1
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(c) Rigetti Aspen (16 qubits) [19]

Fig. 1: Device topologies and hardware two-qubit gates of different quantum computers. Nodes represent qubits and edges
represent the connectivity between qubit pairs. All three devices allow arbitrary single-qubit rotations.

Fig. 2: Overview of the 2QAN compiler. The highlighted
compilation passes exploit the application-level semantics and
cannot be replaced by general-purpose compilation techniques.
Other passes are implemented by existing tools.

gorithm (QAOA) [37] also has Hamiltonians in this form.
The developed compiler, named 2QAN1, can target different
qubit topologies and different gate sets. Evaluation results on
three quantum computers show that 2QAN can significantly
reduce gate count and circuit depth compared to state-of-the-
art quantum compilers. Furthermore, we also experimentally
demonstrate the advantages of 2QAN on the IBMQ Montreal
device. The evaluation toolflow is presented in Figure 2.

The main contributions of this work are:
• We discover an optimization opportunity for compiling

quantum simulation problems on NISQ computers, that
is, the order of different terms in a Hamiltonian is flexible
and a quantum compiler can permute their exponentials
(operators in the product formula) to minimize compila-
tion overhead.

• We exploit this flexibility and develop 2QAN, a quantum
compiler for efficiently compiling 2-local qubit Hamilto-
nian simulation problems on NISQ computers. We first

1Pronounced ”toucan”. We propose the name 2QAN since this compiler
targets 2-local Qubit Hamiltonian simulation, is hardware Adapted and
designed for NISQ quantum devices.

propose a permutation-aware qubit routing heuristic to
minimize the number of inserted SWAP gates. Then we
implement a unitary unifying pass that combines a SWAP
gate with a circuit gate to further reduce gate overhead.
Moreover, we design a permutation-aware gate schedul-
ing technique to minimize circuit depth. The routing and
scheduling algorithms have quadratic time complexity in
the number of gates and is scalable for large systems.

• We perform all the proposed permutation-aware compila-
tion passes prior to the gate decomposition pass as shown
in Figure 2. That is, these optimization algorithms are
independent of the underlying hardware two-qubit gates,
allowing 2QAN to target different instruction sets.

• We evaluate the proposed compiler by compiling the
Heisenberg model, XY model, Ising model, and the
QAOA circuits onto three industrial quantum computers,
Google Sycamore [17], IBMQ Montreal [18], Rigetti
Aspen [19]. Across all benchmarks and quantum com-
puters, the 2QAN compiler outperforms state-of-the-art
quantum compilers, including the general-purpose com-
pilers t|keti [26] and Qiskit [27], and the application-
specific compilers, Paulihedral [36] and the QAOA com-
piler [32]–[34]. For example, 2QAN can reduce the
SWAP count, two-qubit gate overhead, and depth over-
head by on average 3.6x (9.1x), 4x (10.4x), and 2.1x
(3.4x), respectively compared to t|keti (Qiskit). Further-
more, experimental results of running QAOA on the
IBMQ Montreal device show that this substantial compi-
lation overhead reduction provides significant improve-
ment in application performance. 2QAN achieves the
highest fidelity for all problem sizes and can increase
the QAOA layers while the other compilers cannot.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Quantum simulation
Product formula: Consider a system Hamiltonian H that is
decomposed into a sum of polynomially many Hermitian terms
Hj , H =

P
L

j=1 hjHj , its time evolution can be described by
the unitary U = exp(it

P
L

j=1 hjHj). The goal is to find an

2



2QAN
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A hardware Adapted Quantum compiler for 2-local Hamiltonian Simulation on NISQ device

Input to the compiler:

Output:

q0

q1

q2

q3

q4

q5

2-qubit 
Pauli 
gadget

OPENQASM 2.0; 
include 
"qelib1.inc"; 
qreg q[6]; 
creg c[6]; 
cx q[0], q[1];
u1(pi/2) q[1]; 

Hardware instructions 
respecting:
• Gate set
• Topology



2QAN compiler structure
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Compilation passes
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• Qubit mapping: 

Map logical qubits to physical qubits, aiming to put interacting qubits as close 
as possible on the physical device.

• Captured by a cost function

f_ij: Number of two qubit gates between qubits i and j in input circuit

d_phi(i)phi(j): Distance between physical qubit phi(i) and phi(j) on the device

<latexit sha1_base64="So4S0IYjiIQ8+zB/EtIg0psZjAA=">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</latexit>
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Compilation passes
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• Qubit mapping:

• Would like best out of all permutations – solved approx. by via heuristic (Tabu search)

q0

q1

q2

q3

q4

q5

q0

q1

q2

q3

q4

q5

2

5

2

3

q2

q5

q3

q1

q4

q0

1

4

4

1

E.g. Linear topology:

Compute distances Reorder



Compilation passes
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• Qubit routing:

2QAN: A quantum compiler for 2-local qubit Hamiltonian simulation algorithms ISCA ’22, June 18–22, 2022, New York, NY, USA

minimize compilation overhead for reliable computation. Di�erent
from existing qubit routing algorithms that respect the gate order
in the input circuit [25, 28, 64, 65], the routing in 2QAN exploits the
operator permutation �exibility in a Hamiltonian. The pseudocode
is in Algorithm 1 (permutation-aware steps are highlighted with *)
and an example is shown in Figure 3c.

Given an input circuit that implements one Trotter step of a
Hamiltonian, our routing algorithm starts by searching all the two-
qubit gates that are NN in an initial qubit layout (e.g., there are 7
NN two-qubit gates in Figure 3c). These gates are directly mapped
no matter which timesteps they are scheduled in the initial circuit
(permutation �exibility). SWAP gates are needed to perform the
remaining two-qubit gates (Lines 2-3), e.g., red gates on (q0, q3) and
(q4, q5) in Figure 3c. For these non-NN gates, it compares their qubit
distances in the hardware ( Equation 6) and selects the shortest-
distance one to route �rst (Line 5). If there are multiple shortest
ones, select the �rst one in this set. Then the routing algorithm
�nds all possible SWAP gates that act on one of the qubits of the
chosen gate 6 (Line 6). It evaluates these SWAPs based on a SWAP
selection criteria (will be explained shortly) and selects the best one
as the �rst SWAP for gate 6 (Line 7). The qubit map is updated and
NN gates are found for the new map and are removed from the un-
routed gate set (Lines 8-10). This procedure (Lines 5-10) is repeated
until all two-qubit gates are performed. The time complexity of the
routing algorithm is $ (<2=),< is the number of two-qubit gates
and = is the number of qubits.

Algorithm 1 Permutation-aware routing

Input: Un-routed circuit, initial map q0, device topology
Output: Routed circuit, a set of qubit maps {q8 } and a set of NN

gates corresponding to each map {⌧q8
}

1: Initialize the set of qubit maps � = {q0}
2: *Initialize the set of NN gates for each map,⌧ = {⌧q0 },⌧q0  

all NN two-qubit gates for map q0
3: Initialize ⌧ur  all un-routed (non-NN) two-qubit gates
4: while ⌧ur < ú do
5: *Select the gate 6 2 ⌧ur that has shortest distance in q8
6: (6  Find all SWAP gates on qubits in 6
7: *Select the best SWAP from (6 and add it to ⌧q8

8: Update qubit map from q8 to q8+1
9: *⌧q8+1  Find NN gates in ⌧ur for map q8+1
10: *Remove all gates in ⌧q8+1 from ⌧ur, add ⌧q8+1 to ⌧ , add

q8+1 to �
11: end while

SWAP selection criteria: The best SWAP gate is evaluated based
on three criteria:

(1) Least SWAP count: It will lead to the minimal cost in Equation
6 (i.e., the minimal number of SWAP gates) for remaining
non-NN gates.

(2) Shortest circuit depth: It can be most interleaved with previ-
ously mapped gates, introducing the least depth overhead.

(3) Best gate optimization: It can be merged with a circuit gate,
i.e., if there is a circuit gate applied on the same qubits as
this SWAP, the compiler will replace these two gates by a

single unitary representing their product (more details will
be introduced in the next section).

The gate optimization criteria is permutation aware and not
exploited in prior work. For our compiler con�guration, we will
evaluate the best SWAP based on the three criteria in the above
priority order. Evaluating these criteria in a di�erent order may
further improve the compiler but will not be explored here. When
there are multiple best options, a random one will be chosen. For
example, both SWAP (0,3) and SWAP (2,3) in map q0 of Figure 3c
can be added for performing the two-qubit gate on pair (0,2) and
they have the same cost regarding the �rst two criteria. SWAP
(2,3) is selected because it can be combined with a circuit gate that
operate on the same qubits. For implementing the circuit gate on
(4,5), both SWAP (1,5) and SWAP (1,4) are the best, and the compiler
randomly selects one.

3.3 Unitary unifying

q0

q1

q2

)

Unified

Figure 4: Unitary unifying example. The�exible operator per-
mutation allows the circuit gate on qubits (0,2) to be resched-
uled and combined with the SWAP gate.

SWAP unitary unifying: For each added SWAP gate, the compiler
searches over all circuit gates. If there is a circuit gate operating
on the same qubit pair as this SWAP, the compiler reschedules
the circuit gate to the SWAP gate cycle and uni�es them into a
single unitary (see the example in Figure 4). Such rescheduling is
allowed because of the operator permutation �exibility in Hamil-
tonian simulation. The uni�ed unitary (referred as dressed SWAP)
is the product of the circuit gate unitary and the SWAP unitary.
This unitary unifying helps further reduce compilation overhead.
Figure 5 shows the decomposition of a SWAP gate, a circuit gate
exp(8\// ), and their uni�ed unitary into CNOT gates and single-
qubit rotations. The uni�ed unitary requires 3 CNOTs while the
implementation of these two gates with individual decomposition
(in the left circuit in Figure 4) would require 5 CNOTs in total.
Circuit unitary unifying: Similarly, we merge all circuit gates
that act on the same qubit pair into one single unitary. For example,
there are three two-qubit Pauli terms on one qubit pair in the
Heisenberg model (Equation 5). The exponential of a two-qubit
Pauli operator normally requires 2 CNOTs. Implementing each
of these three exponentials individually would use 6 CNOTs in
total and compilation based on this implementation as used in
the Paulihedral compiler [40] may be sub-optimal. In contrast, the
uni�ed unitary only requires 3 CNOTs since any two-qubit gate
can be implemented by at most 3 CNOTs [66, 67]. To reduce gate
count, we preprocess all 2-local Hamiltonian simulation circuits
by using this circuit unitary unifying prior to other compilation
passes (not shown in Figure 2).
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• Qubit routing:
• Schedule all gates which are already nearest neighbour on device at start of 

circuit (permuting order of gates).
• Then change the mapping by adding SWAP gates.

• Strategy: identify lowest distance remaining gate
• Choose “best” swap(s) to make interacting qubits neighbouring
• Schedule all remaining gates which are neighbouring in this new mapping

q0

q1

q2

q3

q4

q5

=
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• Qubit routing:
Circuit splits into “slices”, each with a different qubit mapping.

•

Example circuit Generic compiler
(3 SWAPs Depth 7)

2QAN compiler
(2 SWAPs Depth 5)
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• Unitary Unifying

• Merge SWAPS with all gates acting on same pair of qubits.
• This step uses facts that Hamiltonian was 2-body, and that we are leaving 

hardware gate decomposition until the end.
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• Gate scheduling: 
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= = exp(i✓ZZ) =
Rz

= SWAP · exp(i✓ZZ) =
R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

Figure 5: Examples of decomposing the SWAP, the unitary exp(8\// ), and their product into CNOTs and single-qubit rotations.

3.4 Gate scheduling
Scheduling without dependency:When connectivity limitations
are not considered, the individual operators in one Trotter step
(Equation 1) can be performed in any order. Graph coloring algo-
rithms [68] can be used to schedule such circuits. In the graph
construction, nodes represent operators (gates), and two nodes
are connected by an edge if they have common qubits and cannot
be scheduled in parallel. We use the default greedy algorithm in
NetworkX version 2.5 for our scheduling pass. The circuits with-
out taking into account topology constraints are scheduled by this
method and are baseline circuits used for calculating compilation
overhead.
Schedulingwith dependency: For connectivity-constrained quan-
tum computers, the routing pass in previous section will be applied.
The router outputs a list of qubit maps and a set of NN gates corre-
sponding to each map, including both circuit gates and (dressed)
SWAP gates. The order of a (dressed) SWAP gate and a circuit gate
cannot be exchanged if the SWAP is inserted to make the circuit
gate NN. One can generate a gate dependency graph based on the
gate order after qubit routing and apply conventional scheduling
algorithms [25, 26] to minimize circuit depth (decoherence limit).
This approach may perform su�ciently well for some circuits such
as the one in Figure 3c, but more optimizations can be achieved for
other circuits by considering the operator permutation in Hamil-
tonian simulation. In this work, we apply such application-speci�c
optimizations and the pseudocode of the proposed gate scheduling
algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2 (permutation-aware steps
are highlighted with *) and an example is shown in Figure 6.
Hybrid scheduling: Algorithm 2 is a hybrid of the above two
scheduling techniques. The �exible operator permutation property
implies that circuit gates can be scheduled in any qubit map where
they are NN. The NN circuit gates in the initial qubit map do not
have dependencies and are �rst scheduled using the graph coloring
algorithm (Line 1). For other qubit maps, dependencies between
SWAP and circuit gates need to be respected. The algorithm initial-
izes the circuit cycle C = 0. We implement an as-late-as-possible
(ALAP) schedule in this work so the algorithm assigns the last qubit
map to cycle 0 ("0, Line 2). For cycle C , it �rst �nds all circuit gates
that can be scheduled (Lines 6-8). A circuit gate can be scheduled
at C only if its qubits are NN in map "C and these qubits are not
currently occupied by any other gates. For example, the gate on (1,3)
in Figure 6b is scheduled at cycle 0 while it needs to be scheduled at
a di�erent cycle in Figure 6a because of the dependency constraint
when using a generic scheduler (which can schedule it until its
predecessor gate on (1,5) is performed). Afterwards, the scheduler
�nds all SWAP gates that can be scheduled at this cycle (Lines 9-12).
Except the qubit NN and availability requirements, a SWAP gate
can be scheduled at C only if the circuit gates that depends on it have
been scheduled (e.g., red gates depend on the two SWAPs in Figure
6b). Once a SWAP is inserted, the qubit map for next cycle will
be updated. The procedure in Lines 6-13 is repeated until all gates

Algorithm 2 Permutation-aware scheduling

Input: The set of maps � = {q8 } and the set of NN gates corre-
sponding to each map ⌧ = {⌧q8

}
Output: Scheduled circuit
1: *Use graph coloring algorithm to schedule gates in ⌧q0
2: Initialize scheduling cycle C = 0 and the set of scheduled gates

in this cycle ⇠C = ú
3: Initialize qubit map for cycle C : "C  last map in � (for an

ALAP scheduling)
4: ⌧us  All un-scheduled gates 2 ⌧
5: while ⌧us < ú do
6: for each circuit gate 6 2 ⌧us do
7: *Schedule 6 in ⇠C i� it is NN in "C and its qubits are

free
8: end for
9: for each SWAP gate 2 ⌧us do
10: Schedule it in ⇠C i� it is NN in "C , its qubits are free,

and there is no dependency violation
11: "C+1  the map after applying this SWAP on"C
12: end for
13: C  C + 1 and update ⌧us
14: end while
15: Reverse the gate sequence in {⇠0, · · · ,⇠C } (ALAP)

q0

q1

q2

q3

q4

q5

0 3 2

5 1 4

0 2 3

5 4 1

�0 �1 Map

3 2 1 0 Cycle

(a) Generic scheduler

q0

q1

q2

q3

q4

q5

0 3 2

5 1 4

0 2 3

5 4 1

�0 �1 Map

2 1 0 Cycle

(b) Hybrid scheduler

Figure 6: ALAP scheduling examples. (a) A generic scheduler
respects the gate order provided by the routing pass (takes
4 cycles). (b) The hybrid scheduler considers the �exibility
of permuting circuit gates and respects the dependency be-
tween a SWAP gate and its corresponding circuit gates (takes
3 cycles). For example, it schedules gate on pair (1,3) at cycle
0 because it is a NN circuit gate in map q1 while a generic
scheduler will not schedule it until its predecessor (gate on
(1,5)) is performed.
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• Gate scheduling: 

• Scheduler aims to parallelise gates
to reduce circuit depth.

• Uses graph colouring to avoid collisions
• Moves Pauli gadgets between cycles

where possible, reducing depth.

Generic compiler 2QAN compiler
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• Gate decomposition 

• At this stage, circuit is represented solely as nearest neighbour SU(4) gates.
• Final step – decompose SU(4) into hardware operations.
• Any hardware gate set can now be targeted.

• We used QISKIT, Cirq (KAK-based) and numerical routines.
• Most compilers decompose to hardware earlier in process, and optimisations are not 

hardware agnostic.

SYC =

0

BB@

1 0 0 0
0 1/

p
2 �i/

p
2 0

0 �i/
p
2 1/

p
2 0

0 0 0 e�i⇡/6

1
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(a) Google Sycamore (54 qubits) [17]

CNOT =

0
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1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

1

CCA

(b) IBM Montreal (27 qubits) [18]

iSWAP =

0

BB@

1 0 0 0

0 0 i 0

0 i 0 0

0 0 0 1

1

CCA

(c) Rigetti Aspen (16 qubits) [19]

Fig. 1: Device topologies and hardware two-qubit gates of different quantum computers. Nodes represent qubits and edges
represent the connectivity between qubit pairs. All three devices allow arbitrary single-qubit rotations.

Fig. 2: Overview of the 2QAN compiler. The highlighted
compilation passes exploit the application-level semantics and
cannot be replaced by general-purpose compilation techniques.
Other passes are implemented by existing tools.

gorithm (QAOA) [37] also has Hamiltonians in this form.
The developed compiler, named 2QAN1, can target different
qubit topologies and different gate sets. Evaluation results on
three quantum computers show that 2QAN can significantly
reduce gate count and circuit depth compared to state-of-the-
art quantum compilers. Furthermore, we also experimentally
demonstrate the advantages of 2QAN on the IBMQ Montreal
device. The evaluation toolflow is presented in Figure 2.

The main contributions of this work are:
• We discover an optimization opportunity for compiling

quantum simulation problems on NISQ computers, that
is, the order of different terms in a Hamiltonian is flexible
and a quantum compiler can permute their exponentials
(operators in the product formula) to minimize compila-
tion overhead.

• We exploit this flexibility and develop 2QAN, a quantum
compiler for efficiently compiling 2-local qubit Hamilto-
nian simulation problems on NISQ computers. We first

1Pronounced ”toucan”. We propose the name 2QAN since this compiler
targets 2-local Qubit Hamiltonian simulation, is hardware Adapted and
designed for NISQ quantum devices.

propose a permutation-aware qubit routing heuristic to
minimize the number of inserted SWAP gates. Then we
implement a unitary unifying pass that combines a SWAP
gate with a circuit gate to further reduce gate overhead.
Moreover, we design a permutation-aware gate schedul-
ing technique to minimize circuit depth. The routing and
scheduling algorithms have quadratic time complexity in
the number of gates and is scalable for large systems.

• We perform all the proposed permutation-aware compila-
tion passes prior to the gate decomposition pass as shown
in Figure 2. That is, these optimization algorithms are
independent of the underlying hardware two-qubit gates,
allowing 2QAN to target different instruction sets.

• We evaluate the proposed compiler by compiling the
Heisenberg model, XY model, Ising model, and the
QAOA circuits onto three industrial quantum computers,
Google Sycamore [17], IBMQ Montreal [18], Rigetti
Aspen [19]. Across all benchmarks and quantum com-
puters, the 2QAN compiler outperforms state-of-the-art
quantum compilers, including the general-purpose com-
pilers t|keti [26] and Qiskit [27], and the application-
specific compilers, Paulihedral [36] and the QAOA com-
piler [32]–[34]. For example, 2QAN can reduce the
SWAP count, two-qubit gate overhead, and depth over-
head by on average 3.6x (9.1x), 4x (10.4x), and 2.1x
(3.4x), respectively compared to t|keti (Qiskit). Further-
more, experimental results of running QAOA on the
IBMQ Montreal device show that this substantial compi-
lation overhead reduction provides significant improve-
ment in application performance. 2QAN achieves the
highest fidelity for all problem sizes and can increase
the QAOA layers while the other compilers cannot.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Quantum simulation
Product formula: Consider a system Hamiltonian H that is
decomposed into a sum of polynomially many Hermitian terms
Hj , H =

P
L

j=1 hjHj , its time evolution can be described by
the unitary U = exp(it

P
L

j=1 hjHj). The goal is to find an

2
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• We benchmarked 2QAN against leading general compilers Tket and QISKIT for 
a range of problems:
• Next-nearest neighbour Ising, XY and Heisenberg models
• QAOA for MAX-CUT on 3-regular graphs

• Targeting a range of hardware
• IBM, Google, Rigetti

• And also tested against other application-specific compilers
• QAOA compiler [1] , Paulihedral [2]

[1] M. Alam et al, https://github.com/mahabubul-alam/QAOA-Compiler
[2]  Gushu Li et al, arxiv:2109.03371
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tket/2QAN 

Qiskit/2QAN 
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Experimental results of running QAOA on IBM Montreal

• 2QAN achieves the highest performance for all problem sizes
• For the 4-qubit QAOA with 2QAN, increasing depth improves performance



Conclusion and Outlook
• 2QAN demonstrates advantages of application-specific optimised 

compiling for 2-qubit local Hamiltonian simulation algorithms.
• It introduced optimisations based on two particular properties of 

the input problem:
• Arbitrary ordering, only two-qubit gates in input circuit .

• Future work:
• Splitting these properties: reorderable gates vs two-qubit gates

• E.g. Fermionic Trotter circuits
• Transpiler for SU(4)-based circuits

• Apply approximate compilation to more general circuits?
• How can one verify the correctness of an approximate compiler?

29
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